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ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence (AI) is set to take over the world in the next decade. Our current innovations and inventions are gearing
up to clear the path for this to happen. While folks are excited and curious about this shift, it remains unclear how
organizations and their employees feel about it. The goal of this research is to understand the factors that influence the
adoption of AI techniques and technologies in organizations from an employee's perspective. To achieve this goal, the
authors make use of grounded theory and semi-structured interviews. Discovering the positive or negative emergent factors
that affect the adoption of AI in an organization can help the executives of the organization make design-specific policies for
its implementation. Conducting this research from an employee's perspective is crucial since the employees are the ones that
use AI techniques and technologies to meet their job responsibilities.
Keywords

Artificial Intelligence, grounded theory, qualitative, employee preference
INTRODUCTION

Modern AI is a broad field of study which uses advanced techniques to derive insights from a huge array of data. The core
concept of AI is training machines to learn, reason, and solve problems that we face daily.
The introduction of machine learning in the early 21st century has increased the rate of development in AI. We can attribute
this increase to the hardware and computational power of machine learning techniques. As the potential of computational
power increases, so does development in the field of AI. The future of AI includes components that can enable machines to
learn and think more like a human (Lake et al. 2016).
Adopting AI, at an organizational level, can improve the productivity and efficiency of crucial decision making (Knight
2015). Studies indicate various advantages of implementing AI in organizations, yet organizations still face difficulties in
adopting AI technologies (Chui and Malhotra 2018). One of the reasons behind these difficulties is the failure of the
organizations to understand where and how to implement AI. Another reason is the failure of organizations to extract insights
at an enterprise level to best implement the business strategy on AI adoption (Andrews 2017). Before understanding where to
implement AI at the enterprise level, it is important to understand the underlying factors associated with it. This research
focuses on interpreting the employee perspective of AI to understand the factors that influence AI adoption at an enterprise
level.
The remainder of this article is divided as follows. Section II makes use of grounded theory principles to perform a
preliminary literature review. Section III describes the methodology that investigates the factors influencing the adoption of
AI at the organizational level from an employee perspective. Finally, section IV concludes by summarizing the research.
LITERATURE REVIEW

AI research is continuously striving towards optimization (Miikkulainen et al. 2018), improving the accuracy of AI
techniques (McGovern et al. 2017) and innovation of new algorithms (Torrado et al. 2018). These articles also discuss the
improvements in AI and its advantages of implementing it at the enterprise level. At the moment, less than 10% of
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organizations have adopted AI successfully. The remaining organizations either did not adopt AI or are under the misguided
assumption that IoT techniques are AI techniques (Daugherty and Wilson 2018). To those organizations that have adopted
AI, there has been a change in their workplace environment from a traditional style into an adaptive process style, thereby,
easing the job of the employee.
There is little clarity on what factors employees of an organization use to form their perspective on the usage and adoption of
AI techniques. The reason behind this is the limited amount of research that is focused on understanding an employee’s
preferences towards the adoption of AI. Although there are efforts to implement the organization readiness analysis before
the adoption of AI (Alsheibani et al. 2018), there is no research on understanding the factors affecting the employee
perspective towards the adoption of AI in their workplace. Therefore, it is of great significance to understand these factors, as
employees play a major role in the growth and sustainability of an organization.
From an organizational decision-making standpoint, AI adoption needs to be evaluated using factors such as relative
advantage, compatibility, top management, organization size, resources, competitive pressure and government regulatory
issues (Alsheibani et al. 2018). If the organization chooses to adopt AI, it is difficult to implement it in the workplace without
properly understanding the employees' perspective on it.
Since employees are the key players who execute the AI techniques at the ground level, it is essential to understand their
underlying preferences for the adoption of AI. All these factors paved the way for this research question – finding and
understanding the factors that influence the employees' perspective on the adoption of AI at an organizational level.
METHODOLOGY

The objective of this research is to understand individual employee preferences and the underlying factors affecting the
employee to use AI techniques and technologies. The employees in our research play no part in their organization’s decisionmaking.
In the last few decades, whenever there was a discussion about adoption of technology in organizations, the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) served as a credible model. This research is no different. A few artifacts from the TAM like
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness serve as inspirations in our research. We believe that adoption of AI is
contingent upon the employees’ beliefs with regard to the ease of use of AI technology and the relative usefulness of AI
technology. Behavioral factors are strong motivators in any setting – organizational or academic.
The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTUAT) also serve
as excellent sources of theoretical adoption models, more so than TAM. Drawing from UTUAT, social influence is a big
behavioral motivator for employees to begin using new technologies. In our research, we would like to understand if social
influence plays a role in the adoption of AI among employees. In spite of their wonderful influence on our research, we
believe using a grounded theory approach serves us well. The grounded theory approach is employed to develop theory,
models and rich descriptions of new phenomena (Wiesche et al. 2017).
To develop an empirical theory to discover constructs from the employee’s perspective, a grounded theory approach
following the qualitative research methodology is the most appropriate (Birks et al. 2013). The article follows the grounded
theory principles in organizing the preliminary literature review to avoid theoretical bias (Dunne 2011).
This research relies heavily on qualitative selective sampling to target employees who deal with AI in their regular job roles.
Using qualitative analysis can result in achieving rich insights into understanding the phenomenon itself. This is contrary to
quantitative representative random sampling, which ensures that the participants are randomly selected to represent the
general employee population (Coyne 1997; Delice 2010).
To collect data from the employees, this research effort employs a semi-structured interview technique. The reason behind
the choice to allow open-ended questions is that the interviewer can have an opportunity to probe on relevant aspects based
on the participant's answers. To this extent, a semi-structured interview questionnaire was developed.
To conduct this research, a list of 5 employee contacts was created. These contacts work in relevant technology roles such as,
but not limited to Data Scientist, Data Analyst, Business Analyst, Data Engineer and Business Intelligence Developer. We
would like to conduct these interviews with employees who have been working in those positions way before their
organizations have begun to employ AI technology. This will provide a unique perspective on how these employees have
come to view and perceive AI.
The interviews will be conducted on the phone. The interviews will be recorded and later, transcribed into a written format.
The transcribed data will be analyzed using grounded theory and open coding techniques to understand the factors
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influencing an employee's adoption of AI techniques and technologies at the organizational level. Atlas.ti will be employed to
analyze and interpret the text using open coding techniques and annotations. The codes will be grouped into categories. The
categories will be summarized based on the codes and annotations. These categories act as the factors which can be compared
and contrasted with the extant literature.
At the end of the interview, each participant may choose to share contacts of other employees in similar roles who might be
interested in participating in this study. This technique of collecting participant list is often called a snowball approach (Flynn
1973). To achieve a theoretical saturation on the results, at least 15-20 participants will be interviewed.
CONCLUSION

This research focuses on employee’s perspective of AI adoption at the organizational level. The challenges of AI adoption in
an organization can be dependent on factors involving employees such as risk of losing job and resistance towards adoption
or any other issue with migration of technology. This research targets the organizational executives as the audience to help
them understand and build business strategies such as awareness, reducing work overload and expanding the business. This
will be accomplished in such a way that it might add to the employment by discovering the factors influencing adoption of AI
in the case of an employee at an organizational level. These employee perspective factors can help the executives in
downplaying the factors that decrease the AI preference.
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